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Settings 

 
Your user/API code 
Enter your account API code. This code can be found under your profile 
administration panel.  
 
Master account API’s will show listings for all accounts associated with the 
master account. Sub account API’s will only show listings associated with the sub 
account.  

 
Width of list (in Pixels) 
This setting specifies the width, in pixels, of the listing search filter and search 
results (listings) area. If left blank the default is 650 pixels. 

 
Height of list (in Pixels) 
This setting specifies the height, in pixels, of the listing search filter and search 
results (listings) area. If left blank the default is 1060 pixels. 
 
HINT: To avoid side scroll bars, increase this setting to fully accommodate the 
number of listings you are showing on each search results page. 

 
Number of listings per page 
Indicate the number of listing cards you would like to show on each search 
results page. The default is 5. 
 
Region 
If you have listing in multiple provinces/regions/states and you would like to show 
listing for only one particular region, enter the region in this field.  
 
This setting is optional. If left blank, the default will show all your listings from all 
regions.  
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Search filter 
Use this setting to hide any search fields. Separate each field entry with a “-” 
hyphen (e.g. “ci-re” will hide the city and region search filter fields). 
 

Search filter fields available: 
p1 = Hides Price minimum field 
p2 = Hides Price maximum field 
ca = Hides Listing category field 
lt = Hides Listing type field 
be = Hides Beds field 
ba = Hides Baths field 
ci = Hides City field 
re = Hides Region field 
co = Hides Country type field 
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